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Linda J.-Waite/

.Abstract

Beliefs and attitudes about anpronriate activities and behavior
for men and women in our society have changedigreatlY during the last
decade.' Increasing accentance of non-traditional, and egpecially
non-familial, roles for women has been credited ith(Fausing, or:
at least facilitating the rapid iise jin female'laboriorce participation
over the last five to ten years, since {the less traditional a oman's
outlook the more likely sheAe to'be'cUrrefitly epialied and to have a,
history of labor force acti4ty:,Int:his naner evidence on the .causal-
connection'between emplovmegtOf women sand Sex-role attitudes is nresented
and evalliated. The effects tifiex-role attitudes on labor force narticination
art? reviewed and changes an teX-role attitude's during the next 15 years are
nrole ed. Information on e tqlationshin between sex-role attitudes and
labdri rket activity is:nap to make tentative nrojections,Of female labor
force articipation to /990.

The results of this analVsis indicate that, if no further changes
have taken plabe in individual attitudes toward sex roles since the
early 1970's, successiop o cohorts shopld result irl:an increase in female .,-.

labor force'narticination of 2 to ;:l. percentage noTh-t0 by 1990.. If one
assumes a contfiTlled trend toward accentance by individuals of worb:orole
for Women durinq this period 'then a rise in female labor force narticin tiont
of 19 to 22 points is iAnlied by th r sults. The imnlications.of these

1-_,findings are-discussed.
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Beliefspand attitudes about the atinropriate activities and behOior

for anent and women 'in' our society have'changed greatly during the last decade.

APparently this shift in sex-role attitudes has not been restricted to seldct

subgroups of the population; woman from .all walks of life have undergOne

similar changes in beliefs since the'mid-1960's (Mason et al., 1976) .

creasing acceptance of non-traditional, and esnecially non-'familial, roles

for women has been credited with causing, or at least'facilitating, the

rapid rise in emale labor force participation over the last five to ten

yearsi since the less traditional.a woman's outloOk the more likely she is
. _

tobe-carrently emloyed and to have a history of labor. force activity. If

Changing attitudes do indeed result in more female workers, then knowledge

about this relationship may be,of use in projecting employment of women

during the next several decades. ProjectiAhs of female labor force

inarticipationdone-by the Bureau of Labor Statistics halite consistently under-
,

estimated growth in the'female work force (Johnson, 1973). Inclusion of

a wider range of variahles than currently used in making- these, projections

may improve their accuracy. Since women's sex-role attitudes appear to have a

strong association with their market activity, such attitudes should be
\.

assessed for their possible usefulness,.along with other economic, social

and demographic variables, in prOjecting,female labor force behavior.

In this Pener evidence on the causal Connection betwen sex-role attitudes

and employment of women is presented and evaluated.Y The effects of sex-role

attitudes on 'labor force participation Are reviewea, and the impact of these

views for various subgroups of women, for example blacks and whites, Married

and single, are compared. 'Changes in Sex-role attitude's during the next' 15

years are Projected. Information_pn the relationshin between:sex-tole

attitudes, and labor market activity is used to maze tentative projections of

labor force'particioation to-1990.



The Relationship Between Sex -note Attitudes and Female .Employment

Most studies of employment of women which have included a measure of

attitudes/toward sex roles have found these beliefs to strongly predict

:market behaVior,, whether this is defined to mean current participation

(powdall,1974)- plans for work in he future (Wait and Stolzenberg, 1976)

or t e amount of recent employment (Eggetand Meyer, 1970) . The dimension

of sex-role attitudes tanned seems't make little difference. The 4oman's

i
eeling about the pronriety of employm

lk.

nt of mothers of young children is a
. .

. commonly-used indicator of sex-role attitudes (Mason et al., 1976; Mason
, .".

and Bumpass, 1975; Retert and Bumpass, 194; U.S. Dept. of Labor, 1973;

U.S.. Dept. of Labor: 1971), and one Study Morgan et al., 1966) reports

the husband's views on ttlis subject to be Predictive of his wife's employment.

%

Another frequentlyused measure is the woman's beliefs about the effedt that

labor force participation of wives has on their families (Waite and Stopenberg,

1976; Dowdall, 1974). Next, the relationship between sex-role indiCators of

all the types mentioned aboveand-labor force Participation of women will be

reviewed.

whi el he measures of sex-role attitudes, described briefly above, tat,

only one dimension of'beliefs about appropriate roles for the se whether

women should work,, this dimension is clearly the most salient for women

voking decisions about employment. .Views on other aspects of sex roles,

such as division of labor within the home, marital power and decision-

making, child bearing and,child rearing choices or'women's rights on the labor

force may bear on labor force behavior but should do so indirectly, perhaps by

Making.employment harder or easier fot the woman involved. FOr this reason,
A

and because the impact of these othei dimension of sex-role attitudes on women's

labor market activity has .never been systematically analyzed, only attitudes,

toward employment of women will. be examined here. Two kinds of questions are

typically used to-tar/ attitudes toward work by women aS,a.group. First,
r

,respondents are askedmhether; in...their opinion, women Should work and tinder'
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1
what conditions. These conditions might include the presence of young

\

children,:the woman's deSire,towdrk, her husbanels attitude or a need for
. \

. ,
.

the money. The second type'cf question asks about views on the effect of employ

ment of married women, on their families- -does work by. wives weaken marital

relationships or harm preschool children, dO working Wives neglect their familie

and so on.. Presumably, individUals Wh''feel that women should not Work under

certain circumstances base that opinion'on the belief that employment'of
.1

women has some negative consequences, for the Woman, her family or society as

a whole. The more negative consequences perceived or the more serious the con-

sequences are up be,, the less likely the shoul(1 be ,to approVe of

work by women in ge a1. Thus, attitudes about the.pro riety of employment

1of women and attitudes about the impact of this employme t.may be interpreted
o .

as reflecting the same' underlying structure of beliefs

Those who, believe that women in general should hold a job if they

.

want to, and who believe tit no one ia'harmed if they do so, are substantially

more likely to be employed than are those who are less accepting of women's'

role in the labor market. -In 1967, the first year of the National LongitUdinal

Survey of Mature.Women 30-44 (NLS), married women who expressed "permissive"

attitudes toward employment of mothers of school-aged childrn had labor DarCe

"participation rates about 25 percentage pointsfhigher than didthose who

were "opposed" to such employment (Egge and Meyer, 1970:71). iThis

relationship held for white and for black Wives, with and without young children-

A similar finding was reported when weeks in the labor_ force. during the.
-.-

previous year was Used as the measure of, market activity. However, no effect.

of sex-role attitudes on current labor ftrice participation was found among-
,

respoidents in the National Longitudinal-8urvey of Young Women in 1968, except

among white, married woman who themselves?had yOung children. Since the
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questions-asked tap views
. .,

. . .
t _

...,

children it Ls .understandable that there little effect on, the currept work
.

(
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the propriety of work by mOthers of young -'

choices of those who are unmarried Or childless

The relationship between' attitudes fdvorable to emrhoyment ofWomen

and actual work decisions found when no other factors were controlled also

appears when controls for social, economic and demographic factors are in-

troduced. Retert and Bumpass (1974) report tt3t the belief that preschool--

age Children axae not hamed if their mothef works increases the probabilitY

that th woman held a job when her last child was less than two years old
, .

1 . s.,

d

by 19 pe centage-poihts, net of the effect-of structural, economic and life
i

cycle variables. A siAlar relationship was found between. believing that a

mother can return o -mirk when her child is less than two years old and

actual employment of the woman during that period.

There 14e, however, theoretical and empirical re&sons for believing that-

the impaCt of a woman's sex-role attitudys on her p'wn employment choices may

vary by socioeconomic status; especially income. Dowdall (1974) hypothesizes

'that attitudes about Wtieth rWOmen shou14111Workhave less impact pn the labor

.

Market decisions of wives with low family inc me's; those foi whom job - holding
V..

is presumably less discretionary, than for others., In this study, white,

married women 15 to 64 yearSold'who had borne at last AN were :*

living in Rhode Islandwere asked a series.of six q etions on approval of

I work by married women under a variety of circuTanc Five-of 'these'items
.

,

were used to form a, Guttman sca e of seX-role attitude The present employ-

. j ment status ofd the woman was found to depend more heavily do these attitudes

... ..
.

' .1

than on her husband's intome,the age Of her youngest child br.her educational

. .attainment. A one-point'chahge in the 6-pOint attitude scale was associated

with a 13 percccht oint increase in the probability pf thirrent emliployment.

In addition,lonly a wdqk association was found between these other variables

and the wife' pex-role attitude-s. The inipact of views on employment of



wives was found tcOdepend on 'the woman's faru.

Sex-role attitu s annear to he esneciallv!

decisions among women with moderate and high'

v inCOme, ashynothesized.

ffiCrit innuts to emploYMent

those for whomam1,1,1 in comes.

work is ne4haps more diporetionarv. 17.55r low-income wives

4

a slightly-smaller effedt off labor market behavior.

ese beliefs. have.
`

Some supnort for-76wdall's argument tha,tattitaides shotild matter less

whO may be under financial nresSarecO work because of low familyfor women

' income8 comes

classified as

front a study by Sampson family which were

"disadvantaged" the woman's agreement' with statement that
'

itWefs.all right for a woman to work outside.itWe home just caule she 'likes

to" had no significant influence on the .likelihood that she w s currently

employed. A n "tynical- familieS this*same measure Yis signicantiv.

related to labor force status; a one-noint change in the 5-noint\scaie
_ . \

`was associated with a 5 'necentage noint rise in the nrobacility Of current

employment.

\_
The one'imnortant slibgroup of the nopulation Or which little, isknown

about the role of sex-role attitudes in emplovrent decisions is blacks.
.

A number of studies on this issue using pannles of white women have"been done
., . ,.

,(nowdall, .1974: Retert and Bumnass.. 1974) but comnarisions between(therac s

7\
are. rare. In Dual -Careers, n4qe and ever T70) renort no differepces t

between'black and white marrtied women in the zeroorder "relationship betwen

attitudes toward the nronrietu Of emnlovment of mothers-of young children
44

and either current labor force narticintion or weeks in the labor force

during the ,last v ar. 7Nri ng the *1LS vouncT w en, however, a relationShin
Aa

d' current labor force status was found for white_,
-1 /

married women with young children but not for theii,s_blacY counterparts.
-----

nd demographic aifferencps between the races are
A

between these attitudes
.

Since social economic

substantial,' the abseil/ .6f. controls for these factors 'in these two studies is

c



a serious problem. Only one analysis which includes these essential controls

could he found. kin, (1971) using 4.-.4e 1967 VLS mature women survey,
3

estimated. the effect by attitudes tOwardwork by mothers of young ch\ildren

survey week sepgratelv for black. and for

--imnortant eb4mic;,',but not for social

on labor force status during' the

white married wo,en. controls;
.

or demogranb f s were 3$clude

-otagtfiCien.t for atatudes 't eat
. -

The ,Metric, part al rearlassi(n
.., ,

mothers= were
.ii

:,

no ,t. signi,ficank.ly
.. t'''' '-

(.01 versus .03) . 1-/These resilltgdifferent fOriblck and white,married
-imply that a shift' in g sexh-role attitudes from strongly negative to

1,

rongly, positive 11:;:,uld result in increase in the rirobaN.lity that ani
t

it- ,_,;.
-

Inclivi nal woman was 'xi the labor force of from 74 to .36 nercentale Points...-.
0

scanty4 I
ile this is sda4ty evfdenT on racial. differences in the imnact of work

. --

attitudes on' abor,market chi-3,1.ms, his evidence indicates thgt such.. .

, '3 _;,:- f

'differences as exist may 'be,molest. '' : '

...
.N.ttitudes toward emplownt of women, besides ,inf lenci g, current labeir, .

force status, also have,been found to affect, long-range eMPloyment,1
-,ing the 1968 to 1973 waves' of th Mational Longitudinal,,SUry of YoUng,

Women 14,,to 211 vear4 old in 1968,. Waite, and Stotzenberg (1076), after

controlling, Ar 'the effect of innoxtant social, econortic and demogranhic

factors, found a strong effec on plans for Work at age 35,
,k I

- .

1-Aeliefs abouttthe imnact ertPloyment of a wi-fe on her family.

the woman's ,

sg work
.

attitudes, measured by, a scale which ranged from 0 to 4-5; ,had the same_

effect do the employment olaks.off-never- ied Ttortan as on the Plans of

those currently married and living With theil-husbandd. or both "grouns
r

of women, a hyp'othe'tical change ,-Fsom one end of the scale to the other, 'from

strongly negative to strongly, ndsitiye, W'duld.in4OreaSe the likelihood
)

that the woman intended to liotd. a 'job at age 35 by 58 Percentage Points.

The effect of attitude , and sex roles on plans for. brk-.at -age 35
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r 4a otti bY Stolenberg ands V.tde- /11977) to

= 11'41 -'47-.

, -+:

uncT "m

unsth ida

/ &law;,1

by dge or stage in the life c'Ycle..
P \'.

ed; sion -coefficients

: ;,% .

4i k,

Xae: in 1973

& 20r .0173
21 & 22 .0179
23 & 24 3 .01679
25 & , .0134
27 &'29 .01241

. a The nact on your -not&n,' s intentions
4

t beliefs-bout the effect of work Mive$ and mothers on ,their families

, . f
, -

>doe's Ni.ryby t r curr int age qr stagy u larcely:hecause virtuallV air

it

Y l ',

4.,ife.:',eycle Ohge','.19,73, '

li
never married', children .01543
married,' /1Q,qhil ?ren '. .02050 v
m ried,r,,Some ohildren, expect more' .01501
ma jed- children, extiect -no more :01532

Y r

-

little °nor the MLS

'is 4 A own by the

- for work a titudes resented
-,T. '

N ,

4 ,

oa.

-41-i-oh when they are 35 of

women extfect t'o 'he Wives and mothersthy time- they. are 35. Only 6 Percent

. of the NS trounce w6men renorterl in 1973 th'at they ected tb remain
;

permanently childless (Suter- and. 1977) . These''same_ work attitudes

shWuld have little effect on ti;le.urrent labor force stat? tof youh men

0 1

i7/; some life/ cycle stages or ages,: large effects in others, as Ecrge -and

PIeyer'.(1970) report.

The 'one other tyre of attitude toward work whitia is commonly used in
,.

.s .

analyses of female labor force' participation must be mentioned here. The 4
,

attitudes. of the husha wtoward work by -his .i e
f

'Is, h en founa in a sub-
-

. /

stantial number of studies to strongly nredict h prre employment status.

however these attitud'es, which Might more- accurately- !ie. called tastes or,
-0,

preferences, are difficult to interpret. Since quetions On the jusbands
4,

, .

attitude toward the actual Cr noteritial lovment o, is snouse Are
.

invariably asked of the wife hetiseIf', what' is. actually; oh ified is the Woman's

percentiOn pf her husband's :yilwa:- 'Ohd7Y7Olill'expect.,this nercention tp be
I

inf uenOed'by what the Wife wants to do- or feels she 'Should. 4b . In additiOn,

r411

,..41 ,
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,

a.
of-the. individAl, situation are taken into account to an.

...,
- , .

.
A,

,,. ., . .

..- - .

,--Even iUthe husband's attitudes are accurately represented,

L

`.)

15Y tlef wife.
0*()

needs tyi tri6

preferences,

may 36fleCt his attitude

y, the cOnditioWs of the

and her earning potential;

toward sex r les, the snecial

local labor market, his wife's'

among other fact
1 4-1

several researchers have argued (Cain, 1966), the

mereWreflect the current situation.

work otitsiAr the ciome by' theii, own wife

And as

husband' attitudes may,
. .

Thus, hvisbands.l. attitudes toward

appear to be ,of. little use for

projecting female labor force activity and will not b4discussed further.
r.

Causality

Some regear

unimportant

rs have argued that attitIldes toward employment are

in explaining work behavior of women'.

gomment,:,on"how much progress it seems

the increased participation of married

Bowen and Finegan (1969 :240)

possible to mal:e in accountina for
. °

women over- the postwar period *ithout,*.

falling back on sudhexnlanations as '4changes in attitudes toward the working

T9hile the body of research summarized above plearlyi dem strates the

strength and Pervasiveness of the connection between sex-role att. es an

employment of women, causal direction has not been established. Attitudes'

-- .

toward the Propriety of eMplovment ofxwives and mothers.may influence the

actual behavior of the Womanlur, alternatiYelY may simply reflect the reality.
.

)

issueThe somewhat scant", evidence. on this ssue seems to indicate that the views

of the woman on wisdom of laborjorce participation of mothersin general

'have

that

a substantial, causal impact on her own employment.- First. the fact

attitude's measured at one time tend to begood nredictors of later

behavior in1icates

-\Labor.market entry and withdrawal

that beliefs 'lb not merely ;.eflect the rrent biyation.

from 1967 to 1969 weje found to be

I
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related, abong,white women in the 71L8 Older Women Survey, to 1967 attitudes

Those who were initial.ly onoosel, to emoloymeint
4, .

of motherS'were substantially more,likely 'than others to have left the labor

"
toward empiOyment'of mothers.

force durina the next two years (Kim and flurphy,, 197P, at least among

white women. The relationahip betWeem labor force withdrawal and sex-role

beliefs is weaker for black women Among white women irho were not in the
- .

labor 'force in the earlier dear, those who favored Paid work by mothers were

more likely than those opposed to have entered-the labor market.

The predictive validity of attitudinal indicatorss/at least over a two-

year period,"apOears to he substantiaL. In a study of, white, married, female'
444.

college.graduates7,Spitze and Spaeth (1976) examine the;2ffectf.0&attitudes

,

.

. ,.
of the coUp< measuredeAsured as a porPostte of the genarateviews of the husband'

and the,.wife, on what they call the wife's thvestment4P human capital. .

4
\ . .'

Women who were either enrolled in school - or emploeril were considered to he

investing in human capital, others were not. Tile attitudes of the couple

in 1964 were found to have an effect on the Wife'shumen canitallinvestMent

in 1968, four years later, almost as large as-the imnact of,these attitudes

on her 1964 human capital. investment,. That is, the couple's attitudes in

).964itoware employment of the wife influenced her lob and schOoling choices,

in 1964 and in 196F3 to a similar extent. Thus, wor3 7related attitudes _are
.

highly predictive of behavior several dears later. Mhile one, could not

argue on the basis, of these few studies that causality runs only and always

from sex-role attitudes to'labor market behavior, it seems' reasonable to

conclude that woMen's beliefs do havesone substantial causal impact on
1.

their emnloyment decisions..



Changes in' sex -role attitudes
4

Unto this Point the discusdion has centered .on the relationsfiip

and

be-

.tween sex-role
1
attitudes and labor market behad,vior of iMgoen, d the direC-"

tion ofcausality in that relationship. 9ow can the oonclusions reached in

-.the research discussed above be used to.nroyide information on the future*

course of female labor forceparticination? At least ohe researcher (Ferber,

1977) has explicitly argued that changes in sex-role attitudes have been a
e,

Prime mover tehinalthe recent rapid influx Of iVes into the job market.

Ferber, hypothesizes' that while other nossible causes of past increases i
. .

emnlmiment of. married. women, for example-expansion of industries emOloying,

females, increasing education, declines in. the presence of young children,

changing technologY.Of.housework,.are likely to be relatively unimportant

in. the future, attitudes toward sex-roles could continue to change, thusr
resulting in a'continuation or even acceleration of the trend toward more

work by women. mhe neXtauestion is: what sorts of shifts in sex-role beliefs

can be exnected in the near future? To begin to address this question, changes

in sex-role attitudes in the vast are reviewed.

Whilt(literature on increases in female labor force particinatioa is

full of references to changing tastes, values, norms and attitudes, there

are only two studies.which'try to estimate the extent of these changes.

Onpenheimer (1970) used poll data to examine changes in attitudes about

women in the labor force from the 1930's to 1960. BY the 1930's emnloyment

of single women was generally accented, but that of married women was not.

During the 1930's attitudes toward'work by wises were generally negative;

lessthan 25 percent anploved of married women holding a job and, depending
"-:

on the circumstances nresented in the attitude auestion,.from 40 to oyer,

- 80 percent disannroved. Oppenheimer found relatively little alteration



*._., _ ...

of views toward market work by married women from 1937 to 1945, despite the

large numbers of women employee during wartime. However, when respondents

were"asked about job- holding by wives for "natriotic" reasons during war-

time, approval rose considerably. This conditional accentance of work by

'married women ;was interpretee by Oppenheimer as reflecting consieerable

°in these sex-role attitudes: From 1949 to 1960 noll data on
u`' 4

attitudes toward marf;:et work by wives were not collected, nerhan because

'the issue became less salient. A survey done in 1960 shows that during the

intervening years annroval of employment of married women increaser) very

Tittle. In that year only 34 percent of the husbands interviewed held

favorable attitudes toward work by wives (Oppenheimer, 1970:50).

A study by Mason, et al.(1976)Nuses data from five sample surveys

between 1964 and 1974.to.investiCate changes in the sex -role attitudes of

women-in'the U.S. To insure coMparability between surveys hairs of samples

were analyzed after adjusting each Sample to match the next one as-closely

as nossible. 'Thus it is not nossible to comnare between-nairs of samples.

The results of this study indicate that substantial change in the direction

of more egalitarian beliefs about sex roles occurred in the last decade.

The change in_sex-role attitudes which occurred between 1964 And 1974 was

not confined to select grouns of women but annarently affected most segments

of -the nonulation. The authors conclude that

T°hile the sex-role attitude changes we obserVed
appear to have been "ideological" .(that is, not
Simniv a nroduct of women's nersonal circumstances
and positions within society), we found little evi-
dence that these chances were caused by the women's
movement and its rise. (Mason, et al., 1976:594).

Findings of the Mason et al. study on'the amount of change in sex-role

attitudes from 1964 to 1974 can be used as the basis for projections of

changes in sey-role attitudes in the future.. In Table 1 the percent of )
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respondents who expressed agreeMent with the statement that "a working mother

can establishjust as warm and.seCure a relationshin with her children as a

womanwho does not work" (tM RELATIO7S) for each of three ..pairs of

surveys done between 1964 and 1974 is presented. Also given is the mean,

for the 1970-1973 and 1970-1974 comparisons, of a scale of sex-role attitudes

which comprises eight questions on various aspects of sex roles. In the
A
<

.bottom panel of Table 1 change from 19,;8 to 1972 the mean on a scale of

attitudes of the NLS young women toward nronriety f work by mothers of young

children (Suter and Waite, 1977) is nresented. These scales have been

converted to a common metric, 1 to 100, for comparability. Annual change in

sexrole attitudes have been calculated. As the reader will note the amount
- -

of. change in sex-role attitudes .shown, RenendS on the surveys compared and

the questions Used. However, in the comnariSions reported by -Mason et

ageneraInattern does seem to exist. With the excention of resnonses to

WARM RELATIONS in the 1970-1973 comparison, annual changes in sex -role

attitudes were fairly similar, ranging from 3.2 to 5.0 noints. *gowever, the

'onlv4longitudinal survey included in Table 1, the 1968 to 1972 comparison

based on th6 NLS young Women shows an annual change pfonly .2.4 points during,

that period. No one of these,00mparisons is obviously better than the others.

The true rate of change during-.the late 1960's and early 1970's nrobablv lies

'somewhere in the ranges shown in Table 1,

Projecting 'female labor force narticipation

The inforMation on the relationship between sex-role attitudes and

market activity of women, and on recent changes in these attitudes will be

used to make tentative nrojections in the following way. Several assumptions

about the rate of change in sex, -role attitudes are used to produce a range

of estimates of the distribution of these attitudes in 1975, 1990, 1985
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and'1990. As there is.no empiriCOlebasis for estimating change in the im7.

Pact of sex-role attitudes on work by women, this effect will be asste.ed to

remain constant. Ti-die there is no comnelling evidence that this is 'he

case, the absence of any research on such changes precludes estimatio of

them. The asSumption is also made that no substantial Change in mar't 1 and

childbearing Patterns occurs by 1920. The effect of sex-role attitudes on

labor market choices, in the form of an Unstandardized, nartial regression

coefficient, is then applied to the various proiections of the mean level of

such attitudes. The result is an estimate of the impact that continued

increases in acceptance of nontraditional roles would have on the future

level of work by women, cliveh the limitations mentioned above. The first

step in this process is, t(5 generate estimates of mean levels of sex-role

attitudes for various years.

Rates of change in the percept of women giving egalitarian responses

to questions on the effect of employment of a mother on her Bemily, found

by Mason et al. willbe used along with changes'in.a general .sex-role

attitude scale to generate one estimate of the future course of.sex-role

-
beliefs. This estimate is based on the assn mntion that the "current" rate of

change in beliefs about sex roles will continue unabated. Rut one could

reasondhly'argue that recent changes in Aerican'spciety, ftk instance

extremely 'low birth rates of the past few years, the declines in the ave age

number of children expected by young women, increases in labor force in-

yolyement of women, might cause an'acceleration in the tempo of.:liberalization

of beliefs about roles for the xes. Consensus on the issue of nroner sex

roles is not a logicAl impossibility: such a consensus existed during the

1930's that married women should not wort (rrskine, 1970). There is no

structural reason that employment of wives should not generally be considered

adeeptabile.
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Ih 970 95 percent Of ever-,married women, 10 to 44 .4;arA old thought sat

men land womenshOuld be paid, the sam4 money if they do the same work

(Mason et al.; 1974f586), 'Such a high leVel of agreement in this pne asnect

of sex-role attitudes indicates that complete consensus is possible, merhgos

increasingly likely, on the accentability of labor force participation of

women. The question may be not so much will general'agreement be reached

hilt how soon,

?hile it'seems unlikely-that-in the next two decades acceptance and

apr'roval' of lai;or force nartidination of wives

. significantly, further increasesare not assured,
. -

of changes in sex-role attitudes, therefore, assumes no

mothers will decrease.

The "low" projection

of beliefs of individual-women:- However,

those characteristics, such as relatively

force activity, and average socioeconomic

traditional sex -roll attitudes (Huber et

further liberalization

older cohorts tend to also have

low educational attainment, labor

status, which are associated with

al., 1978). As these cohorts age,

move out of the labor force and into retirement, and are replaced by younger

Cohorts with more egalitarian attitudes toward sex roles, the mean accentance

of nonfamilial roles for women

years'should increase, even in

of individual women.

in the population of women in the nrime work

the absence of further Change in the attitudes

Three estimates of .change in sex-role attitudes between the mid-1970's

and 190 0 will be made. The range. of annual changes in views on sex-roles,

,reported in Table 1, form the basis for a high and a moderate estimate of the
Air

future rate ofchanae.' The high estimate assumes all annual rate of, change

in a sex-role attitudes of 5.0 noints, anproximatelY the rate of change'

observed between 1970 and 1974 in WARM RELATIONS and between 1970 and 1973,

as well as between 1970 and 1974 in the scale of sex,-role'attitudes. The



Toderate estimate assumes the rate of changdfound from 1968 to 1972 among

the 'TLS young women, 2.,4 points per year., The-low estimate assymes no further

change, from the early 1970's in the beliefs of individual----k"aomen but changes

in the mean attitudes of the female nonillatiOrk8 to 6A, the nrime.worhing

ages, as result of the, succession Of cohorts. -The high andTloderate

estimates assume the rates of change in attitudes of 'individual women stated

d'Od6Ve, in additi*,to sts in-,mean sex-role attitudes due to therenlace-
:.!

ment of oldr andmoretraditional:by younger and more liberal cohorts.

Since all estimates of the - future distribution of sex-role attitudes

begin with that chdnge which reSUlts from the succession of cohorts, eSti-
'

mating the magnitude of that shift 'is the Agical nlace to begin% PO estimate

how much averagenonulation attitudes will ch'ahge with the renlaCeMent

-

of an old cohort with a Young cohort, one needs to know to what extent the

attitude's of these two cirob.ns'e9Iffer. None of-the studies of attitudes toward
-,- X ,

sex roles which have, been reviewed un to this noint include 14prmation on
.

'.,

differences in these beliefs by age. A Agh idea ofsage variations in 4.

attitudes on 'this tonic can be obtained by examining a recent, study of oninions
. .

./ N, H , .
, ,

on the Equal .Rights Amendment. Huber et al. (1978) present the distribution,

by age, of responses to several questions on attitudes toward women's work

roles. The sample on which this study-is based is renresentati only of

the state of Illinois.

Illinois may be. somewhat more conservative than the natio as a whole:

it has not ratified the EPA. However, differences in sex-role attitudes

between Illinois and the nation ,as- a whole should be largest at the oldest

ages.' If this is the case then the estimate of the effect of succession of

0

cohorts on sex-role attitudes is an -:over estimate of the true effect. 1-1°f/ever,

gives.this bias, if it exists, shOuld be relatiVelYmodest. The table below
d

v
4

the percent of female respondents in the Tuber. survey giving egalitarian
1
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responses to the two questions on work7elated.sex-role attitudeS that are

most televan here Wilber .et al., 1978:22Y. These questionS askqd whether

women by nature are barmiest at hone and whether it is more important for

ithehusband than for the wife to have a goOdjob. The resnonses te) these,

ft

gUeStions, Sy age of the woman, are shown in colum 0 column, 2, resPectiyely,

"of the: table below. Tisagreement with each of .theme gbeSti ns.Constituted

an egalitarian response,

disag .eina.withstatement that
ff)

wom n are hanniest at home
total, all ages 54

18 -29 68 / 35

30-44 61 2 24

more important for
.,,htSSand to hax're a

. good job
17

45-54 113'

55 and fiver
,71

.S

4

di
The mean percent giving liberal or,4galitai'ian respanSes to these two'

gueStions was about 15' nercentage noints higher than average for those under.

30 and about 12.nercentage points lower than average for those 45 or o1der
t

The assumption will he made that a similar age nattern of sex-rdle attitudes

exists forthe adult female. nonulation as a whole. From' this asstmntion it

is a simple matter to calculate the amount of change in average sex-role

,attitudes in'thiS Population due to cohort ducceSsion. Table 3 gives the
1

Series II, or intermediate, projections of the femaler.nonulation 18 to. 64

in 1980, 1985 and 1990, and the nonulation estimates for 1975dOne by the

qureau of the Census. As a starting Point in the nrojection of sex-

role attitudes, the mean of the sex-role attitude scale found in 1973 and in

1972 was used (see Table- 1). Thus, 59 nercent of the adult folinale

is assuMed to holdegalitarian or liberal viewS on sex role\;? in general and

nonu'lati on

op work by women in particular. A figure somewhat lower tnan the h4ghest '
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,ipercentholding egalitari9 views shoWri ip Table 1 was Chosen as the samples

on.Which'all the cOAnariscinsin Table I were based were subStiantially younger,

and probably moreaccenting pp non-fahilial roles for women,
,
'than the

population of temp

A ttitudes

18-64. Thus, the nercent holding egalitarianSex-role

in ,1.975 isaseUmed to be' distributed as follows:
3

By 1980, he.g /,

% holding egalitarian sex-role attitudes in 1975 by age,
.

.

18-29 '74%
. .

30-44 59% (-.

45-64--- 47%

60-64 in 1975 has passed. out of the nontlatiOn anda new

group of 8 to 22 year7olds has entered the nonu ation S TheSe new entrants
,

, .

to the nrime working ages ate assumed to hold the same, sex-role ttitudes

('as those 18 to 22 in 1975. The other age - groups are assumed td carry their
"-,

1975 sex-role attitudes With them as they age. -Thus, the distribution of

beliefs about sex roles in'1980, 1985 and 1990 by age in those years is as

follows.;

% q egalitarian sex-role attitudes by age.

1980 1985 1990

/4% 18-34 18-39 18-44

59% 35-49 40-5K\ 45 -59

47% 45-,64 50-64 55-64

'The percentage holding egalitarian views in each year can then be calculated

as simple weighted average of this distribution. These nercentages, and the

res t.chahge in sex-role'attitudes during these years, are given in Table

as the low estimate cdueffnly to cohort succession. The high and moderate.

estimates of beliefs about sex roles are obtained by annlying the assumed

annual change in attitudes, given on pn. 11-15, to the:number of years in-the

neriod and adding this charige,in individual attitudes the shifts due to

'Cohort succession.
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rOnce the distribdtion of ietitudes toward, sex roles has been projected,
.

t

'the shifts in, ab et ctfemale 1Or ma/k activity irtiolried by the increased accentance
. ,

of non-traditional roles for amen can be estimated, followinea procedure

used J, Bowen an0 Filhegan (1969 207-A1) . The regresSion-standardized change.

in pe ro ity of labor force Participation dte'to a 1 nercectage ndint
Attr

change in sqx-role attitudesederived from a cross-sectional'regression of

labor mark4t behavior on these attitudes and other factors, is multinlAti. -

. . L,
by the change in attitudes during the relevant Period. Tabl 2 shows these .

coefficients for various marital and aaijd'status groups, as well as for

'.4,%women of various ages, As the reder I 1 note, these coefficients differ.
. - ,

very Little between grouns. The effects of sex-role attitudes on Plans for.

,e

labor force participation at age.35 shown in the unner,nanks of Table 2 are
(

7,-

very similar to the effects of sex-role attitudes on current labor force status,

(shown.in the lower panels. Nhen all scales are standatdited t range from 1

%o.t0]-00,theeffectsfouncl with different samples and differing ntrol

variables do not differ much, ranging from .902 to .0064. An intermediate

value was chosen for use in projecting female labor force narticination.

The coefficient fOr all marital statuses in-the unner panel of Table 2 was

selected as,it fell between the extremes shown'in the table. The regression,

standardized, percentage-Point change irr labor force participation associated
HT

with.a one percentage-.0oint Change' in sex-role attitudes, .54, was-annlied
.

to the estimates,of change in these attitudes shown in the lower nanel of

Table 4. The results of "this prodedure are given in Table ;

The:calcula ons in Table 5 assume that changes in' the sex-role attitudes

o'f all females 2 to 64 have,th same impact on their labor market choices.

One could argue, however, that these attitudes only influene the market

choices of married women and perhans only those of married i'lomen with children

at home. Clearly the work decisions of a woman who feels that mothers,

2 I



3

,should not work wi4not be influenced by her beliefs if.she has ho

Children, And
- a

nomost unniarried women with, .cildren have,no'soUrce of SuppOrt,
- . i,

but their own earnits. Thei beliefs,about sex roles should have. little'
.

, .

--,.

Impact on theirwork'decisions So, clearly views on sex=roles inquence the
e ,

labOr force ctivit0 of married women with chi dren At-home but not that of
.

.,. .

I
,, '

sin4lewome with no childrent. \The impact of t ese beliefs,on the formerly
,

Is )-,--
, .

marrivd Probably'lie somewhere, in between these two; trepes. In 1975, 16

ercent of women 18 -to 64were never marriedY69 were currently married.
'

and the balance, 15 per ent,/were separated, wdOwed. or divor d Bureau;
,c

of.the Census, 1975b:8). that same year,- 63 Percent of all husband-Wife

114
familLIS in which the head was. less than 65 years of age had a metber under'

18 years old (U.S. /Bureau Of the 'Censis, 1975c:18). .Thus, sex-role atti. udes

sho d affect the work decision of a maximum of 84%,Of females-18' to 64, all

' those ever marrie and a minimum of 44%, those currently married with ',family

eks under 18. Applyi q these percentages t9,,the calculations in Table 5'

Ves:41e, range f change in female labor. force particinatiOn corrected for

arital and tatus, sho,;th in the bottom panels of.Table These high,
1

and low fig may be considered as bounding the,range of changes in female

labor force na ticipation due to increasing accentance Of non-familial roles

A

These results suggest that, given the substantial number of assumptions
.

.

made, ifLno, urther changes haVe taken Place in individual attitudes toward

sex roles s ce the early 1970's su,ccession of cohorts: should result in an

increase in female labor force participation by 1990 of 2 to 4 pOints.

This is a m Best effect. If one assurnes a continued trend toward accePtance

by individ alsduring this period of work roles for women then a rise in female

. labor force Participation of 10 to 22 points is implied by these results.

Several points about these results must_be made here. First, changing sec -role
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attitmdes can lead to-Nincreases in the, rate of participition of women in the
,dy

labor force only until comnlete.accentalIce of non7tamilial roles for women
t

is' achieved. This ceiling effedt is responsible for, he slowing pf the grbwth

in female, labor force activity after-1980 under the high projections. This

ceiling also liMits the' total amount of growth in labor-market activity of

f.,.

women due to changes in sex7role'attitudes as measured here. Succession of

cohortsplusAncreasing aCceptace 111 individuals of work rolee for ;romen
. ,

may directly resulti,,in a rise in female labor force particiPatiOn o£ about

20 Points,..,,,
. )

;.,,
,..,: .,

. I
'Second, Changes in sex -role attitudes may increase the proportion,of women

who.want jobs at the same time' that economic conditions deckease the pumber

o .jobs available. ..The discussion in this parer has focused on the supply.
-

of women workers. Butdlearly women (and menrwho wan toworkMust find,.

someone to hi ethem before they can becomeemployed., nemand for'feMale

workers is, for"this reason, an important determinant of women's labor

market activity. Dnnenheimer (1970) argues that muChof the increase
,

in female labor force participation from 1940 to 1960 was due to rising demand

rather than increased sunnit of omen workers. Some-evidence-indicates thatrq.
traditionally-cemale occupations will not expand sufficientlY in the next decade

or two to absorb the increasing number of women available for eMploymmt

.

Oppenheimer,` 1972) . But the supnly of young male workers wilrdeci=ine-frdin'

the Present tc 1190 becauSe the small cohorts born after the boby boom are '.-

reaching adulthOod (Easterlin, 1978) 'Thus,. it could be t e case that while .,

.
,

decreased supply of young, single 'female wctkers forced employers t 71ire

older-married mOthers during the 1,950's, a diminiShed supply of-young male'

workers in the 1980's may,nressure bLsses tNire women for positions
.

traditionally filled by men. But such sneculation must remain just that.

Explicit consideration of the role of demand factors, in changeetin female
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labor force narticinationis utside the scone of this naner.% Finally the

'inc4cators of sft-role attitud.s nseet in,this naner and in virtually all
. . t ... :

research on this subject, ask OhAher the person feels that working. by a wife,

and mother harms here family in some %jay. This type of guestioNessentiallY

taps the-presence or absence of a negative geeling about emnloyment,of women.

But the existence of a negative feeling abdut women not working -is ne;'er

explored. ,That is, traditional sexrrolp beliefs specify that a pan Should
.

,

., Work all his life to- support hiAself and hk-Tamily unless extraordinary_
.

,

`r..-
'circumstances interVene.:.Similar beliefs about the moral resnOnsibility

N'
of-a woman t rk to support Rill-self and her family could/develop..- In fact,

there is som ecdotal evidence which indidates that.sone.sociql ressurea 0

is being of ht to bear by friends ane. snouses on young -women who do not
7

,
. ,

,

hoad a Jo The status of the housewife and mother .roles may he Reclining.

as more women enterthe.labor force aid birth rates continue to fall. :Such,

changes in sex-role attitudet, untapped by any of Or measures examined here,

could lead to increases in fermi e labor force Participation:which are much
1

'larqpr tharthose nrojecter'.
u,



o .FOOTNOTES
-..

1 '''

While some analyies of the effect of sexrole aftitudes.on.the.1#bor

market activity of women use labor force particina4on as the measure of this

activity most use whether the women in question is currently employed. sifice,

a small proportion of women in the labOr'force'are unemployed at any point,

6.1 nercent in 1974 (MannOwer Report of the President,'.1975), this

discrepancy should have little Substantive imnact.

The scale 'usedloY Kim, ranged from 3 to; 15.° Thus, for black women th

metric coefficijk of ..132 tnOlies that a change from one end of. the scale

-
tqrthe other,a. change of 12 points, would increase' the probability that an

individual woman was in the labor force py 24 percentage points. For white

women the comnarable figure was 36 nercentage points. :For white women the

comparable figure was 36 nercentage noints.

3
It was assumed that the pattern of age differences in sex-role attitudes

found by Huber et.al..(1978) held for the ponulation as a,whole. So beginning

with the mean' percentage of6the female pOnulation holding egalitarian sex-r.

role.attitndes found-by Mason et al. (1976) it was calculated that this

r percentage would be about 15 percentage points higher for the youngest

women and 12 percentage points lower for the oldest.) These calculations

produced the figures in this text table:-

4
Since the coeffiCients shown, in Table 2 refer.to Plans for work at.

age.;15.,.and sd.m4, of- those who would like to work will he unable to find a job-

these coefficients can be internreted-as reflecting the effect of sex-rol

attitudes on the probability an individual woman is in the labor force



Table 1 Attitudes' toward work 4 mothers, and Se* roles: '1964-1974
(All scales run.from,1 (disappro6) to 100 (approve))

..4ARrIRELArIONS SEX -ROLE ATTITUDE SCALE

n.a.

n.a.

19:1

1964'

19.70

chadge- =1964-1970

-annual 'chan'ge,

1970.

1973

,change: 1970-1973

annual change

1970.

1974

:changet 41970-1974

Annual chanage

1968

1972

change: 4 1968-1972

annual change

53.5

72.6

3.2

56.4 4,,

73.1

i6.7

4.2'

n. a.

n a

5.0

46.3

55.8

9.5

2.4

Sources The 1964-1970, 1970-1913 and.1974 comparisons are taken.from Mason
et, al: (1976) unpublished tabulations.,

The 1968 to 1972 comnarison.iS taken from Sut and Vlaite'(1977).,k

The 1964-1970 samnle includes married women college_graduates

The1970-1973samn1w is restricted to once married, currently married women
who are,25734, who have been married 5.to 15 years and who currently live
in the South and do, not live on farms. .

The 1970 - 19'74 samnle includ4 ever-married .women, 1844, swhoreside in
SMSAs of one: million or more in the Portheast or Northrentl-al states, who
are currently employed' or have woried within 24-months'of the interview and
who --are not attending school.

The 1968-1972 comnaristm includes all resnOndents in the fiational Longitudinal
Survey of- Young flomen 14-24 in 1968 who answered the' relevant questions..'.

1.

5



Table 2. Partial, unstandardized'regression coefficients relating sex-
role attitudes to women's plans for future labor force participation
and to current labor force participation.

Plans for age 35
1

All Marital Statuses
regreSsion-standardized*
percentage point change,

Never married .015 .0054

Married, no children .0?1 .0076
- - ....

maxrdli, children, expect more .015 .0054

Married, children, expect no more .015- .0054

All marital statuses '.015 .0054

Age. /

19-20 .017

21-22 .018

23-24 .017

25-26 .013.

'27-29 .012

Current labor force narticipation

Married women 30-44
2

white

bled%

White married' mothers 157643.

Married mothers
4

.0061

.0065

.0061

0047

regression-standardi
percentage point change

. 03 .0036

.02 .0024

. 129 .0064

.05 .0020

1*A3.1, scales were standardized to-run from 1 (disapnrove) to 100 .(approve).
A one-point change in se* -role attitudes on this scale increases the,
PrObability than individual woman plans to work'at age 35 by .54 percentage
pants, for e

'SoUrces: 1.Waite and,Stolzenberg (1976), Stolzenberg and Waite (1977) and
unpublished calculations. .

2
Kim (1971:59-61).

3

Dowdall (1972:252)

4
Sampson et al. (19751274) "typical" families.
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Table 3. Series 11 projections of the female population 18 to 64 years cld:

tota148-64

1975 to 1990
a

(manlier's in 000'x)

1975 1980 1985 1990

63646 68734 72690 75484

18-19 4143 4222 3630 3555

20-24e 9559 10406 101945" 8927
A .

25-29 8499 .9509 10341 10128

30-34 7071 8681 9714 10545
.

.

35-39
A 5947 7157 8774 9793

40 -44 - 5716 , 5987 7201 8815

45-49 6062 5638 5908 7098

50-54 6215 6008 '5596 5863

55-59 5511 5925 5732 5339

60-64 4923 5201 5600 5421

Source: n.S. Bureau of, the Census, 1975a:67-82.



Table 4. Estimated percent ding egalitarian views on sex roles and change
in sex,role attitudes: 1975-1990

Percent 'holding
a

egalitarian 'vieTas

high (5.0 points/yr)

moderate (2.4 points /vr)

low (cohort succession
only)

Change

1975

59.0

59.0

59.0

1980 1905 1990

87.4 100.0 100.0

74.4 89.5

62.4 65.5

100.0

68.2

1975-1980 1980 -1985 1985-1990

high

moderate

low;

28.4 12.6

15.4 15.1' 10.5

3.4 . 3.1 2.7

Calculated by assuming only cohort succession for the low estimate,
cohort:succession plus ar0,increase.pf 2.4 nerCentage points per year
in percent- holding egalitarian attitudes for the moderate projecilion,
and cohort succession plus an annual change of 5.0 Percentage polnts in
the percent holding egalitarian attitudes for the high projection.



Table 5. Implied increases in female labor'force participation due-to
change in attitudes toward sex role's: 1975-1990.

ricreases in Female Labor Force Participationa

1975-1980 1980-1985 1985-1990 1975 -1990

high 15.3 6.8- /
22.1

moderate 8:3 8. 5.7 22.1

low -1.8 1.7 1.5 5.0

Adjusted for Marital

High -all ever-married women
b

high 12.9 '5.7

moderate 7.0 '6.9

Low 1.5 1.4

and Child Status

1.3

18.6.

18.6

4.2

Low-cuiiently married women with family members 18 only
c

high 6.7 3.0 9.7

moderate 3.7 3.6 2.5 9.7

low 0.8 0.7 0.7 2.2

( \

a
'Calculated blVapplying the regression - standardized, percenitagel-point
change in labor force participatiOn.asSociated with a onepercentage-
point change in sex -role attitudes (.54) to:the estimate of.change in
sex-role attitudes shov3n in the lower panel of:Table 4.

P Assuming that increases in,sex-role'attitudes influence the labor, force
'behavior only of ever-married women (84 percent)

Assuming that increases in sex-role attitudes influence'the labor force
behavior only of currently married women with family.. rmembers under 18 years
old (44--percent)',.
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